InVest: 50 – Be Illumined in Yellow Light
When we confront any disease, disturbance, discord or discomfort, we rightly use our power of
understanding-illumination to analyze its every aspect, such that we can deal most effectively
in healing it, whether it is within us or others. We carefully think through our visions and dreams,
as well as all the information we have gathered with our five physical senses.
Next, we turn next to Spirit and call upon Him-Her to illumine us with divine, cosmic, I Am
understanding and wisdom. As much as we think we know, as much time as we have analyzed
things from below to above, this only sets the stage for new enlightenment.
How are we to seek and find such illumination? Here are two visualizations that recently have
been given to me. The first came in a dream, in which I received an intunement for a man. In
this vision, before him stretched a new vista that was filled with previously unimagined shades
of light-yellow, delicate, sparkling light. All the plants, animals, rocks and hills were of various
pale yellow hues that were not of this world. He was to open his mind to this, to see it, to walk
into it and to explore it. Then, a whole new world of understanding would open up to him.
It reminded of when the disciple Thomas said that he would not believe reports of Jesus’
resurrection until he put his fingers in Jesus’ wounds. When he did so, he responded “My Lord
and my God.” He “got it.” He had seen and felt the light of an entirely new world and level of life.
He had been illumined. Now he believed and saw everything in a whole new light.
My second visualization came in a vision, in which I came into communion with another light
worker. Previously, she had felt deeply hurt by someone’s guidance and actions with her, and
had responded primarily by conscious analysis and explanation of her personal views of this.
For days, I had seen the Christ in her and called this forth. Then, spontaneously in meditation,
without any aforethought, she appeared before me as a young, innocent, wide-eyed child.
Surrounding her was an immense cocoon of pale yellow light, which was particularly evident
and brilliant above her head. With great ease and confidence, she rose a few feet up and out of
her head into this delicate yellow light, this temple of wise dominion, where she received new
answers, guidance and illumination that explained things in a whole new way; above to below.
Visualization: Surround yourself in a protective Christ cocoon of cosmic energy. Always do this
before you attempt any visualization that opens you to higher vistas and previously unseen
realms of Christ illumination. Be wise as a serpent, gentle as a dove.
When you feel centered, still, innocent and wide-eyed as a young child, visualize before you a
vista of previously unimagined hues of soft, gentle, pale yellow light. Every object and place in
your vision is of this color of understanding-illumination. Walk into this new vista and be
uplifted, suffused, transformed and healed in its Christ illumination.
On another occasion, see yourself encased in light. Call upon your I Am Self, ascended masters
and guardian angels to protect and guide you. Rise a few feet above your head into the halls
and classrooms of the temple of wise dominion, which are suffused with light-yellow hues. Ask
and receive. Be still and know. Think in I Am consciousness. And give thanks to Spirit.
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